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MSKMUN 2024: DAY 1 

The latest updates  
 

MSKMUN 2024 is finally here!  

After months of preparation, the Executives, 

the Chairs, the GA, the Members of the 

Press and Staff, and most importantly, the 

hundreds of Delegates are ready to begin. 

Everything is set and the spotlight focuses on 

the heart of Kifissia, where the 1
st

 Middle 

School is located. 

It truly seems that these 4 days will be full of 

fruitful dialogue, interesting debates, plot 

twists in the procedure of each committee 

and, of course, many fun detentions.  

(The Head of Press got a detention for the 

comment made above.) 

Let’s get right into the latest updates of Day 

1. 

         

 

 

                                                 Delegates waiting until the registration procedure is completed 

 

Executive Anna Papacharisi says:  
 

The badges…WHERE ARE 
THEY?! (in a Batman voice) 
If you have any information, please contact us  

Our latest information support 

that the badges of some 

participants cannot be found and 

have, in fact, been lost. 

As ironic as it may be, the 

executives and the staff ended up 

starting a debate of their own on 

what had happened. Some 

support they simply forgot where 

they placed them, others support 

that this is a conspiracy and a 

sabotage. Secretary General Iosif 

Iakovidis supports that the “dem 

haterz” are involved and we need 

to “act strategically”.  

 

 

 

The search for the lost badges 

continues. Our Executive Team 

is on the case. The truth cannot 

be hidden. Justice will prevail! 

The Press Team will keep you 

informed at all times. 

 

Executive Anna holding the few badges that were found in 

the scene of the crime. 
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Marvel and DC Superheroes < 5 Staff 
Members and 1 Executive  
Latest update regarding our Staff and Press  

Today was our Staff’s time to 

shine. Everyone was a witness 

and held their breath when 

those unrecognized heroes 

carried desks and chairs all 

around the MSKMUN school 

area.  

Executive Adamantia once 

again showed that see remains a 

woman of the people, by staying 

on the Staff’s side in these 

difficult times.  

No doubt there is a lot of glory 

awaiting them when these 4 

days come to an end. 

Meanwhile, our Press Team 

Members continue roaming 

around capturing those unique 

moments.  

They keep on chasing “the 

perfect photo”, whilst organizing 

the “image of the Conference as 

a whole”. 

If you see them going around 

the building, smile and pose. 

Good photos and videos is part 

of what makes a successful 

conference. 

NOTE FROM THE HEAD OF 

NEWSPAPER: 

“Don’t forget to add comments in the 

gossip box. The moment we open 

them will be a highlight!” 

Executive Adamantia and 5 Staff Members 

preparing for the next few days… or maybe not…  

   

 

. 

Opening Ceremony  

Let’s officially begin! 
 

Around 19:30-20:00, the 
opening ceremony video was 
shown all around the many 
committees. Later, everyone 
gathered in the large 
amphitheater, where our 
General Assembly President, our 
Secretary General and our 
Assistant Secretary General gave 
their speeches. The day came to 
an end with the GA President, 
Konstantinos Tigkas, declaring 
the conference “officially open”.  

Day 1 out of 4 is completed, 
looking more interesting than 
ever. It seems that Friday and 
Saturday (in which the debates 
are planned to continue) will be 
even more full of activities and 
fruitful dialogue. 

 

Committees in session 
 

Lobbying and merging  
The first debates circling resolutions have begun  

Part of day 1 was the “lobbying and 

merging” procedure, in which our 

delegates’ target was to discuss in 

between themselves, make alliances 

and find common ground with 

others, in order to create 

resolutions that will be presented in 

front of their committees, 

throughout the next few days. 

Their goal now is to use their skills 

in the debate procedure which will 

occur, whilst having in mind to 

defend their resolutions and 

succeed to convince their 

committees about the positive 

impact their merged resolutions 

have. The final step is simple: “Get 

the other delegates to vote in favor”. 
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